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PAPER
DOA-Based Weighted Spatial Filter Design for Sum and Difference
Composite Co-Array∗

Sho IWAZAKI†, Shogo NAKAMURA†, Student Members, and Koichi ICHIGE†a), Member

SUMMARY This paper presents a weighted spatial filter (WSF) design
method based on direction of arrival (DOA) estimates for a novel array
configuration called a sum and difference composite co-array. A sum and
difference composite co-array is basically a combination of sum and dif-
ference co-arrays. Our configuration can realize higher degrees of freedom
(DOF) with the sum co-array part at a calculation cost lower than those of
the other sparse arrays. To further enhance the robustness of our proposed
sum and difference composite co-array we design an optimal beam pattern
by WSF based on the information of estimated DOAs. Performance of
the proposed system and the DOA estimation accuracy of close-impinging
waves are evaluated through computer simulations.
key words: array antenna, adaptive beamforming, direction of arrival
estimation

1. Introduction

Adaptive beamforming by an array antenna plays an impor-
tant role in radar, sonar, and indoor/outdoor wireless com-
munications [1]–[3]. Direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation
is also effective in accurately detecting the directions of ar-
ray input signals, and several accurate algorithms for doing
so have been proposed [4]–[6]. These methods are based on
the eigenvalue decomposition of the sample covariance ma-
trix of the array input signal, which can be regarded as algo-
rithms with the degree of freedom (DOF) of O(N), where N
denotes the number of antenna elements.

There have been many studies on minimum redun-
dancy arrays (MRAs) and methods using fourth-order cu-
mulants to enhance the DOF [7]. However, MRAs often re-
quire very complicated computation for optimizing the array
configuration. Also, the fourth-order cumulant approach can
be utilized only if the signals are non-Gaussian. The concept
of the Khatri-Rao (KR) product [8]–[11] assumes a quasi-
stationary process and gives a difference co-array (which
forms part of a larger virtual array aperture) with the DOF
of (2N−1), but it cannot be used with the stationary process.
Nested and co-prime arrays [12]–[15] have attracted atten-
tion as difference co-arrays, and the two-level nested array
can achieve the DOF of O(N2). However, the maximum
DOF of these configurations is limited to N(N − 1) + 1.

We previously proposed a novel array configuration
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called a “sum and difference composite co-array” that com-
bines the sum and difference co-arrays and evaluated its
beamforming performance [16]–[21]. Compared with other
array configurations [22]–[24], our configuration enables a
longer continuous part in a virtual array, which means higher
DOF and lower calculation cost on the sum co-array part.
Additionally, we introduced an array system to manage dig-
ital modulation/demodulation for the extended array and its
transmission/reception procedure and evaluated the whole
digital communication performance by means of bit error
ratio (BER) even though most conventional systems only
make and evaluate the spectrum/beampattern on the DOA
estimation/beamforming. Furthermore, we have also evalu-
ated these benefits by estimating DOAs [20], [21].

In this paper, we further enhance robustness of our
proposed system about sum and difference composite co-
array by integrating the above verified DOA estimation into
the beamformer, assuming that optimal beam patterns can
be designed with optimal weighted spatial filter (WSF) de-
sign instead of our previous study as an example by Diago-
nal Loading (DL) and minimum variance distortionless re-
sponse (MVDR) beamforming to realize its main-beam and
null steering that can greatly suppress interference waves.
In addition, as a benefit of the DOF increase from the view-
point of higher spatial resolution, the proposed composite
co-array’s capability for closed wave detection is also eval-
uated in this paper. This capability is linked to the next stage
of WSF design with sharp and precise null characteristics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,
we briefly introduce the signal models of a general differ-
ence co-array and our previously proposed sum and differ-
ence co-array. Section 3 describes the concept of the pro-
posed array system based on the DOA plus WSF. After pre-
senting the simulation results in Sect. 4, we conclude with a
brief summary and mention future work in Sect. 5.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we first prepare the basic signal model of
the difference co-array. Then we briefly review the sum and
difference composite co-array.

2.1 Signal Model of Difference Co-Array

Consider an N-element uniform linear array (ULA) with the
signal model given by N×1 array steering vector a(θ) corre-
sponding to the phase delays of each array input e j(2π/λ)dp sin θ
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that comes from the direction of θi at the p-th element. Here,
the parameter λ is the wavelength of the carrier wave and
dp = p · d is the distance between the reference (first) and
the p-th element positions where d = λ/2.

We assume D narrowband input waves impinging on
this array with the powers

{
σ2

i , i = 1, 2, ...,D
}

from the di-
rections {θi, i = 1, 2, ...,D}, respectively; then, the received
signal vector x(k) = [x1(k), x2(k), . . . , xN(k)]T is written as

x(k) = As(k) + n(k), (1)

where the matrix A = [a(θ1), a(θ2), . . . , a(θD)] expresses the
array manifold matrix and s(k) = [s1(k), s2(k), . . . , sD(k)]T

is the plane source signal vector whose signals si(k) are un-
correlated and is temporally uncorrelated with itself. Its el-
ements generally take complex values. The vector n(k) =

[n1(k), n2(k), · · · , nN(k)]T is a noise vector that has tempo-
rally and spatially white Gaussian signals that are uncorre-
lated in this case. The autocorrelation matrix of the array
input vector x(k) is denoted as

Rxx = E[x(k)xH(k)] = ARss AH + σ2IN

' A


σ2

1 O
σ2

2
. . .

O σ2
D

 AH + σ2IN , (2)

where Rss = E[s(k)sH(k)] ∈ RD×D, A ∈ CN×D, σ2 denotes
the noise power and IN ∈ R

N×N denotes the identity matrix.
Then, we vectorize the matrix Rxx as

z = vec(Rxx) = (A∗ � A)p + σ21N

= vec

 D∑
i=1

σ2
i (a(θi)aH(θi))

 + σ21N , (3)

where 1N = [eT
1 , e

T
2 , . . . , e

T
N]T ∈ RN2×1, p = [σ2

1, σ
2
2, . . .,

σ2
D]T ∈ RD×1, and � denote the Khatri-Rao product op-

erator. In the unit vector ei ∈ R
N×1, the i-th column is

one, and all the others are zero. The column component
of A∗ � A ∈ CN2×D needs to enable us to represent the ex-
tended array steering vector, which includes the set of vir-
tual sensor positions {dp − dq | 1 ≤ p, q ≤ N }. This form is
called the difference co-array and can be applied to DOA es-
timation, adaptive beamforming, and so on. Also, the differ-
ence co-array behaves in accordance with the second-order
statistics of the input vector, such that σ2

i , σ
2
j (i , j) be-

have like coherent signals to each other. An earlier study
[12] showed that the maximum DOF in that case is given by
DOFDiff−Max = N(N − 1) + 1.

Furthermore, we remove redundant rows from the
above manifold A∗ � A and replace the rows that corre-
spond to the locations of virtual elements in ascending or-
der. Let us denote this matrix as A1 ∈ C

N1×D, where
N1 = N2/2 + N − 1 in the case of even N. Then, the
new observation vector z1 ∈ C

N1×1 whose elements are in
order without redundancy is given by z1 = A1 p + σ2ê,

Fig. 1 Construction of six-element nested array.

where ê ∈ RN1×1 is a vector of all zeros except one at the
(N2/4 + N/2)-th position. The configuration of the nested
array [12], which is common example of a difference co-
array, is shown in Fig. 1.

2.2 Sum and Difference Composite Co-Array [19]–[21]

Now we introduce our previously proposed novel array con-
figuration [20], the sum and difference composite co-array,
and show its numerical model.

The key fact here is that the manifold (a∗(θi) ⊗ a(θi))
represents the array steering vector of the virtual elements
that compose the difference co-array. Assume that the de-
sired wave takes real values that satisfy ss(k) = s∗s(k), as in
[19]. That is, the relation σ̄2

1 = σ2
1 holds and we can real-

ize the sum co-array for the desired signal. In this case, the
matrix R̄xx is written as

R̄xx = E[x(k)xT (k)] = AR̄ss AT + σ̄2IN , (4)

where R̄ss is the correlation matrix corresponding to the
real-valued signal s̄. Then, the observation vector z̄ =

vec(R̄xx) includes the extended array steering vector of the
sum co-array. Here, the proposed array configuration is ex-
pressed as Fig. 2 and also formulated as below:

dp = pd, (0 ≤ p ≤ N/2 − 1), (1st-level), (5)
dαp = {N/2 + p(N − 1)} d

= αpd, (1 ≤ p ≤ N/2), (2nd-level). (6)

For positive positions, 0 and negative directions can be
created that are more than or equal to N2 = (N + 1)N + 1
virtual components that appear continuously, which has the
significant advantage of enhancing DOF compared with
other extended arrays. The extended input vector z̄ =

[zT , z̃T , žT ]T ∈ C3N2×1 corresponds to the power of the ex-
tended difference co-arrays, the sum co-arrays for the posi-
tive direction, and the sum co-arrays for the negative direc-
tion.

For an application, we have studied minimum variance
distortionless response (MVDR) beamforming with diago-
nal loading (DL) [16], [19]. Considering the beamforming
via the weight vector w̄MVDR ∈ C

N2×1, its signal model of ar-
ray output is described as yMVDR = w̄H

MVDR z̄, where w̄MVDR
is composed of the weight vector of the sum and difference
composite co-array corresponding to that of z̄, and is derived
by the solution of an optimization problem on the MVDR
beamformer. This will lead to more robust performance in
the case of less snapshot and also has the great advantage
that we can keep the DOF without any spatial smoothing
method.
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Fig. 2 Construction of N-element sum and difference co-array.

3. Proposed Array System

In order to enhance the beamforming performance of the ar-
ray configuration in Sect. 2.2, we employ DOA estimation to
suppress close-angle interference waves. We adopt “DOA
estimation + WSF” approach to improve robustness of
beamforming performance to suppress interference waves,
as well as enhancing whole modulation/demodulation sys-
tem performance. Note that we do not aim at reducing the
computational cost but developing a system which improves
beamforming and modulation performance.

3.1 Application to DOA Estimation Method

The extended input vector z̄ in 2.2 corresponds to the power
of the physical array inputs, and we also consider the DOA
estimation via the spatially smoothed autocorrelation matri-
ces ¯̄RSS of ¯̄z, which is expressed as RSS in our previous work
[19]. ¯̄z may have another snapshot or vector size different
from z̄ from the viewpoint of calculation cost, real-time re-
sponse, or accuracy that we can use, and in the following
sentence accent ¯̄[·] also includes capability for another snap-
shot relative to ¯[·] where [·] describes arbitrary character. z̄
is for recovering the signal and deducing the R̄DL for MVDR
Beamforming in 2.2. Now we consider applying ¯̄RSS to
the spatially smoothing multiple signal classification (SS-
MUSIC) method as an example of the subspace-based DOA
estimation method. As a result, we can obtain the estimated
DOAs of the impinging signals ¯̄θ : { ¯̄θi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,D},
which is very useful information information that we will
use in the next subsection.

3.2 Application to Weighted Spatial Filter Design

Now we can treat the DOAs of impinging waves ¯̄θ :
¯̄θi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,D, which include useful information of the
desired wave and the interference waves, via the SS-MUSIC
method [12] with higher spatial resolution through the vir-
tual array enhancement coming from the proposed system
[20]. Hence, we consider a more effective spatial filter de-
sign to extract the desired wave on the basis of the null de-
sign to suppress interference waves more strongly. Then
the filter design according to the weighted cost function
and based on the least squares principle can be expressed
through the following formulae:

C = C1 + C2

=

ωs∑
ω=−ωs

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥H(ω) −
NV∑

n=−NV

h(n)e− jωn

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

+
∑
ω∈Ω

vi

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥H(ω) −
NV∑

n=−NV

h(n)e− jωn

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

, (7)

where C1 part is the standard and non-weighted cost
function of filter design based on the least square norm,
H(ω) is the amplitude of the ideal filter, especially ωs =

2πd sin θ/λ = π sin θ, θ ∈ [−π/2, π/2] is the spatial angular
frequency, and NV is the array number of the continuous part
in the virtual array. h(n) is generally regarded as impulse re-
sponse of the filter or system we are planning to design and
also corresponds to adaptive weights of an extended array
such as wDiff,n or w̄n. Additionally, in the description of the
efficiency of the cost function part C2, vi means its weight,
which represents the significance of the amplitude/power on
DOAs ¯̄θi of all impinging waves (desired wave and inter-
ference waves) in these spatial angular frequency domains
Ω ∈ {ωs,i, i = 1, 2, . . . ,D} compared with the significance of
the amplitude/power in other directions. The reason the least
squares norm is selected this time is, especially considering
the C1 part, the term effect to outline the filter shape. We can
also choose other norms, for example the `∞-norm, which is
common in minimax filter design. However, the goal of the
spatial filter design this time is to realize a filter design not
with smooth areas but with a flexible and sharp pattern to
acquire or reject each impinging wave effectively. It may
be more applicable to use another form for C2. Discussing
beampatterns, the optimal design problem of filter coeffi-
cients h(n) can be regarded as the optimal beampattern de-
sign problem. Provided that the beamformer is not realized
by the frequency with uniform interval of e− jωn like Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) but described as the summation
multiplied by e j(2π/λ)dp sin θ with every direction of θ. That
is, design of the ideal filter H(ω) on the frequency domain
must ensure that the desired beam-response is acquired after
transformation by spatial frequency d sin θ/λ = sin θ/2.

This time, we will introduce the actual filter design pro-
cedure as follows (i) - (iii). The weighted cost function con-
cept of (7) is used to create the prototype low pass filter
(LPF) h(n), and a frequency shift method is used as an ex-
ample of the optimal filter design that can generate w̄WSF.

(i) In the prototype LPF design, pass band corresponds to
around 0◦ in the DOA domain initially.

γi =
∣∣∣∣ ¯̄θi −

¯̄θ1

∣∣∣∣ , (8)

should be new target angles of the prototype LPF. Note
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that we should also design the null patterns in accor-
dance with the DOAs of interference waves on the pro-
totype LPF in preparation for next process of frequency
shift.

(ii) The normalized target frequency of the ideal filter cor-
responding to angles or spatial frequency shall be given
the function on sinγ. Therefore, normalized frequency
for the standard filter design will be linear treating not
time or space samples but spatial frequency on the ar-
ray antenna defined by sin{·} stated as above. The cost
function of the optimal design problem is:

Cγ = Cγ,1 + Cγ,2

=

π/2∑
γ=0

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥H(sinγ) −
NV∑

n=−NV

h(n)e− jnsinγ

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

+
∑
γ∈Γ

vi

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥H(sinγ) −
NV∑

n=−NV

h(n)e− jnsinγ

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

, (9)

where Γ ∈ {γi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,D}, here Cγ,1 and Cγ,2 parts
of Cγ have similar roles to C1 and C2 of C in (7).

(iii) After the prototype LPF is formed, pass band (=main
beam) can be shifted on the basis of the DOA of the
desired wave ¯̄θ1 to adjust pass band by applying the
frequency shift approach in concert with other parts
including nulls, which is achieved with multiplied by
e− j(2π/λ)dp sin ¯̄θ1 to every point of p. Because we defined
the array output as yWSF = ¯̄wH

WSF z̄, weight vectors are
considered to be a conjugated operation on filtering.
Thus, we should apply phase shift to the flip-side prior
to output filtering.

As a result, we can design the ¯̄wWSF with the desired
accurate and precise specifications for robust beamforming.

3.3 System Configuration

Figure 3(a) shows a transmitter (Tx) system model of our
previously proposed beamformer [19]. We first generate the
symbol sequence ŝs(k) as a pseudo random signal of binary
phase shift keying (BPSK), and then the sequence ŝs(k) is

Fig. 3 Tx system model of simulations.

filtered into ss(k) by using a root-cosine rolloff filter after
oversampling to avoid any problems caused by inter sym-
bol interference (ISI). After that, the carrier wave e− j(2π fck)

is multiplied to ss(k) and then transmitted from the trans-
mission antenna. Note that the center value of the amplitude
is shifted to 1 to avoid negative amplitudes for squared ex-
tended array operation, i.e., s1(k) = ss(k)e− j(2π fck) + 1. This
amplitude allocated in a positive quadrant works effectively;
indeed, we do not have to distinguish whether squared sig-
nals were originally positive or not.

In the receiver (Rx) system in Fig. 4(a), also discussed
previously [19], the weight w̄MVDR and the extended signal
z̄ are used to recover the output signal s̃ ≈ ŝs. In contrast,
Fig. 4(b) shows the new system proposed in this paper based
on the procedure of SS-MUSIC and WSF design in Sect. 3.2
¯̄wWSF can be adopted instead of w̄MVDR. Provided that the
number of snapshots used in the autocorrelation process (2)
and (3) are within a symbol period, their snapshots are of-
ten common (but could be different) for the generating pro-
cesses of w̄MVDR in Sect. 2.2, w̄WSF based on (7) and z̄ in
(3). As a reminder, we will replace the variables R̄zz, θ̄ and
w̄WSF with ¯̄Rzz, ¯̄θ and ¯̄wWSF so that capabilities for differ-
ent snapshots makes more sense. Then, we transform the
spatial filtered output yMVDR and yWSF containing powered
behaviors into the original amplitude expression by means
of the square-root operation. The output yc is acquired by
the zero-centering shift operation, and now we use the tem-
poral average of (yMVDR)1/2 or (yWSF)1/2 as an example of a
shift operator. After that, we apply the inverse processing of

Fig. 4 Rx system models of simulations.
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Tx, which includes the carrier wave rejection by multiplying
the phase-term e j(2π fck), the root-cosine rolloff filtering, and
the decimation. As a result, the processed output signal s̃(k)
is obtained. In the next section, it is compared with the ideal
source symbol sequence ŝs(k) in terms of BER performance.

4. Simulation

The performances of the proposed array configuration and
new array system are evaluated through computer simula-
tion in this section. We have already studied the DOA es-
timation performance in case of N ≤ D in [20], i.e., case
of more number of sources D than the number of physical
ele‘ments N. In this paper, we rather focus on the effect of
larger DOF to angular resolution, i.e., beamforming perfor-
mance in case of multiple close-angle waves. Also note that
we use MUSIC method as a DOA estimator but the WSF
also works if it is used with any other accurate DOA estima-
tion method.

4.1 Evaluation of the DOA Performance Toward the Close
Impinging Wave

Robustness and accuracy on the proposed array in the DOA
estimation for the close wave are evaluated and compared
with those of the nested array. Specifications of the simula-
tion are listed in Table 1.

First, characteristics for spatial resolution that express
the capability for closed wave detection are evaluated. Here,
we try to sweep one of the DOAs of the interference wave
from 1◦ to 4◦ as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 6(a). Note that prob-
abilities are considered in accordance with the threshold we
set. If all root mean square errors (RMSEs) are ≤ 1 for each
estimated peak between the ideal DOAs, the estimation is
defined as a success. However, if at least one RMSE ex-
ceeds 1, the estimation is defined as a failure. Moreover,
results in Fig. 6(a) are calculated and plotted by the limited
case probabilities of 1.

Figures 5(a) and 6(a) show that the proposed sum &
diff array performs better than the conventional nested array
for the whole range. In Fig. 5(a), the probability is 100%
when 1.8◦ with the sum & diff array but 2.4◦ with the nested
array, which is a 0.6◦ improvement in the spatial resolution.
Figure 6(a) confirms the better accuracy of the sum & diff
array. For example, RMSEs are 5.70 and 2.82 times higher
at 2.4◦ and 4◦, respectively.

In addition, Figs. 5(b) and 6(b) denote the case when
the azimuth of the interference wave is fixed at 2◦. Then
we can verify that in Fig. 5(b) the probability reaches 100%
around −3 dB and 11 dB from the viewpoint of signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR). Therefore, the proposed sum & diff array
contributes to around 14 dB improvement and is more ro-
bust in a low SNR environment. Figure 6(a) also shows that
RMSE is 5.46 times higher at an SNR of 11 dB in the same
manner.

Table 1 Specifications of simulation no. 1.

Scenario #1 #2
No. of array elements N 10
Sensor allocations {p, q}

Nested array {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 17, 23, 29}
Sum&Diff array (Proposed) {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 14, 23, 32, 41, 50}

No. of input signals D 3
Array interval d1 λ/2

Modulation BPSK
DOA of desired wave 0◦

DOA of interference wave #1 −5◦(fixed)
DOA of interference wave #2 1◦ to 4◦(swept) 2◦(fixed)

SNR 0 B −20 to 20 dB
SIR 0 dB

No. of snapshots (for SS-MUSIC) 100
No. of trials (for RMSE) 20

Fig. 5 Comparison of DOA estimation probability characteristics.

4.2 Evaluation of the Performance on the Array System

Here we compare the performances of the array system pro-
posed in this paper and the previous one [19]. Specifica-
tions of the simulation are listed in Table 2, where the same
22 elements are used but allocated to different positions and
have different signal processing applied to them. In case of
N = 10 with the condition of Table 1, we can estimate DOAs
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Fig. 6 Comparison of DOA estimation RMSE characteristics.

Table 2 Specifications of simulation no. 2.

Scenario #3 #4
No. of array elements N 22
Sensor allocations {p, q}

Nested array as in [12]
Sum&Diff array (Proposed) as in (5), (6)

No. of input signals D 3
Array interval d1 λ/2

Modulation BPSK
DOA of desired wave 2◦

DOAs of interference waves −5◦, 0◦(fixed)

SNR −20 to 20 dB (Fig. 7)
0 dB (Figs. 8,9)

SIR 3 dB 0 dB
No. of snapshots (for Beamformer) 500
No. of snapshots (for SS-MUSIC) 3000

as shown in Sect. 4.1 but have difficulty in beamforming due
of low DOF. As far as our simulation, more than 20 physical
elements are mandatory for minute beamforming in a se-
vere condition in Table 2. Therefore we changed the value
of N into a larger one N = 22 as in Table 2. In general,
more number of physical elements are often required than
the number of elements which can well estimate DOAs.

Figure 7 shows BER characteristics in case of Scenario
#3 and #4. We see from Fig. 7(a) that the BER charac-

Fig. 7 Comparison of BER characteristics for three interference waves.

teristics of the previous (MVDR+DL) method gets worse
influentially in the case of SNR ≥ 5 dB, which means
slightly greater sidelobe remains because of less noise. Also
the method cannot well direct null-beam to the directions
of interferences. On the other hand, the proposed (SS-
MUSIC+WSF) method can achieve good BER character-
istics even in cases of high SNRs because of suppressing
interferences via proper null steering, so better robustness is
observed even in the high SNR region in which DL+MVDR
cannot work well. Similar observation can be found in
Fig. 7(b).

Figures 8 and 9 show the beampattern of the previous
method and that of the proposed method, where red/yellow
arrows denote DOAs of the desired/interference waves. We
see from Figs. 8 and 9 that the previous method cannot de-
sign the null pattern well toward the interference waves be-
cause the DL method trades off its capability of main beam
steering against low capability of null steering. On the other
hand, the proposed method makes null beams on the DOAs
of target interference waves directly and precisely without
missing the direction of mainlobe because of using the esti-
mated DOA information θ̄i. The proposed method can de-
feat major weak points of previous and general extended ar-
ray approaches.

Additionally, the proposed method has slightly less
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Fig. 8 Performance comparison in case of SIR 3 dB.

noise tolerance than DL+MVDR due to the slightly wider
main beam, whose adverse effect may be caused by the quite
strong null steering. Indeed this problem can be overcome
by increasing the filter-order (corresponding to virtual ele-
ment), but to evaluate the differences in performance fairly,
we compared the proposed and previous systems under se-
vere conditions.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we presented an array system that consists
of spatially smoothing multiple signal classification (SS-
MUSIC) and weighted spatial filter (WSF) together our pre-
viously proposed sum and difference composite co-array
configuration. Because our array configuration enhances the
degree of freedom (DOF), we confirmed through the com-
puter simulation that the proposed system achieved better
spatial resolution on the SS-MUSIC and more robust beam-
forming with WSF than our previous system due to a pre-

Fig. 9 Performance comparison in case of SIR 0 dB.

cise design for mainbeam/null steering toward closer inter-
ference waves.

Determining the optimal physical/virtual array number
for any given purpose, and the application of the present
filter approach to two-dimensional sparse arrays [25], [26]
remain as our future works.
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